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WHICH MARKET?
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RESILIENT AFRICA 
 

20 YRS TRENDS
WILL NOT BE

OVERTURNED
BY PANDEMIC



 

REACT AND GROWTH:
COVID 19 HAS THE POWER TO ACCELERATE TWO

IMPORTANT PROCESS ALREADY GOING ON
 

growth of the internal trade
at continental and regional

level

production and
transformation inside

african countries



COVID-19 has amplified the
risks of the world’s heavy
dependence on a few countries
for global supply chains of key
products.  

African countries could position
themselves better to attract
manufacturing activities as
global manufacturing firms
seek to diversify geographically
the sources of supply.  

For this ,  African countries
need to continue to scale up
their infrastructure,  improve
logistics,  invest more in skil ls
development,  reduce the cost
of doing business
and embrace digital technology
more broadly,  including by
leveraging the AfCFTA.



 

WHICH COMMERCE?
 

760 Bln

Source: Economic Development in Africa Report 2019 (UNCTAD)

Total trade from Africa to the rest of the
world averaged $ 760 billion at current
prices in 2015-2017, compared to $ 481
billion from Oceania, $ 4.109 billion from
Europe, $ 5.140 billion from America and $
6.801 billion from Asia.

80/90%
The share of exports from Africa to the rest
of the world ranged from 80% to 90% in
2000-2017. The only other region with a
greater dependence on exports from the
rest of the world is Oceania.

16,6%
Intra-African exports were 16.6% of total
exports in 2017, compared to 68.1% in
Europe, 59.4% in Asia, 55.0% in America
and 7.0% in Oceania .

2%

Intra-African trade, defined as the average
of intra-African exports and imports, was
around 2% in the period 2015-2017, while
comparative data for America, Asia, Europe
and Oceania were, respectively, 47%. 61%,
67% and 7%.



 

 

Fonte: Economic Development in Africa Report 2019 (UNCTAD)

 

SINCE 2008, AFRICA, ALONG WITH ASIA, IS THE ONLY
REGION WITH AN UPWARD TREND IN INTRA-

REGIONAL TRADE
 
 REGIONS IN %

As regards the share of intra-
regional trade in total trade with
Africa, there were deeper levels of
integration in

SADC (84,9%)
COMESA (59,5%) 
CEN-SAD (58,4%) 
ECOWAS (56,7%) 
AMU (51,8%), 
IGAD (49,0%), EAC (48,3%) ed
ECCAS (17,7%)

REGIONS

SADC ($ 34,7 miliardi),
CEN-SAD ($ 18,7 miliardi), 
ECOWAS ($ 11,4 miliardi), 
COMESA ($ 10,7 miliardi), 
AMU ($ 4,2 miliardi), 
EAC ($ 3,1 miliardi ), 
IGAD ($ 2,5 miliardi)
ECCAS ($ 0,8 miliardi).

intra-regional trade was higher
in:

 

WHICH COMMERCE?
 



 

WHICH OBSTACLES ?
 

 

REGULATIONS/POLICY
 

 

INFRASTRUCTURES
 

the understanding of a
supranational need to combat
fragmentation
the defense of national
economic subjects

Committed to urgent and necessary
national development, many
countries tend to defend their
nascent manufacturing and
processing industries.
Political decision makers face two
conflicting pressures:

The existing infrastructures still
respond to the colonial logic of
exporting goods.
The construction of new
infrastructures is expensive given
the size, the market still finds
exports easier, the pressures on
debt make it increasingly difficult to
finance (and maintain) these
infrastructures.



AFRICA's
infrastructures

pida
program infrastructure

development in africa

colonial  legacy 
going out

africa 2063
going in



 

TRANSPORTS
 

9%

Fonte: UNCTAD 2018

World's average
transport costs
incidence on final
price

11,4% Africa

6,8% OCSE countries



 

LOGISTIC'S 
 



 

BEYOND TRANSPORTS
 

Abolition of non-tariff barriers, the
real obstacle to African internal trade. 

"Only by removing this item
would increase intra-African
trade by 50%

Source: AFDB

Creation of supply chains at the
regional level 
Africa produce at most intermediate
goods that  are sent to other areas of
the world. 

+50%



 

2 EXAMPLES WHEN THIS HAPPENS
 

When you work on value chains and non-tariff barriers,
these are the results, look how the trends changed 
Uganda-South Sudan
Senegal-Mali



 

LOOKING AHEAD
 



 

AFCFTA FOR AFRICA
 

"I honestly believe that the AfCFTA is a must for Africa if the continent
wants to grow. What must grow on a continental level is the conviction to stop
fighting to grab small pieces of cake, but to start running all together to
share a bigger cake. The real point in the trade disputes between African
states is that not everyone has to produce the same things. If we will be
able to compete and invest on the entire African market, we will not relegate
Africa to the mere role of consumer (...)  this path has already begun, just
look at the investments of African companies in Africa. If you look at the trend
of the last 10 years, it turns out that African investments in Africa in 2003
amounted to 4 billion dollars, in in 2017 to 12.4 billion dollars" (Africa e Affari's
interview with President of AfDB, Akinwumi Adesina)



 

AFCFTA FOR AFRICA
 

 

ITALY (WITH ITS SMES ADDED VALUE
INDUSTRIAL SYSTEM) CAN BE A

GOOD PARTNER IN THIS NEW
AFRICAN PATH

 



THANKS


